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2 IMPORTANT This software cannot be transferred or copied to the benefit of any other company or people without the Author’s permission. Its use is subject to your acceptance of the conditions accessible from the first page of the software. FOREWORD GSBEVEL is an efficient software to deal with all the problems involved in the design and manufature of bevel gears, straight or helical (it is however not (yet) applicable to spiral bevel gears such as Gleason, Klingelnberg, etc). The axis angle can be different from 90°. It allows quick and accurate determination of the following dimensions : - reference and operating pitch diameters, tip and root diameters. - pitch, tip and root cone angles (variable or constant root clearance), pitch cone distance. - transverse and overlap ratios of equivalent virtual elements. - constant chord and its height of straight tooth. In addition it : - advises all kinds of interference or undercutting. - allows automatic determination of optimum crown wheel shift coefficients to prevent undercutting and exactly balance the slide-roll ratios of pinion and wheel. - draws and prints the section of the pinion and wheel tooth of equivalent virtual elements. - calculates the bearing loads. Help in line is available whenever possible and necessary. Click on Menu Help or press key F1 when F1 = Help is visible when the cursor is on the considered field. When a set pinion + wheel has been designed, GSBEVEL allows its recording on disc for a later recall. With the extension LOAD CAPACITY it determines the torque and power capacity according to the popular method of G. HENRIOT described in his book TRAITE THEORIQUE ET PRATIQUE DES ENGRENAGES. GSBEVEL makes it easily accessible to engineers who are not specialized in gearing and will certainly prove helpful even to specialists LIMITS GSBEVEL is suitable only for involute bevel gears, either straight or helical. It is not (yet) applicable to spiral bevel gears such as Gleason, Klingelnberg, etc. MINIMUM CONFIGURATION WINDOWS NT, 95 or better. RUNNING GSBEVEL GSBEVEL is protected by two codes, the first one referring to the dimensional section, the second one to the extension LOAD CAPACITY If you are in a trial period and therefore do not know the codes, you however can have access to all functions and options of GSBEVEL, including the extension LOAD CAPACITY, but only odd numbers of teeth are accepted. When numbers in parenthesis are displayed, they refer to the same numbered paragraphs ( ) of this manual.
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A first menu is displayed with the following options : -



a new case : to be selected to deal with a new application.



-



read a set pinion + wheel from disc with modifications : allows reading of a previously recorded application with possible modification of data.



-



read a set pinion + wheel from disc without modifications : allows reading of a previously recorded application without modification of data.



-



delete a set : to delete an application previously recorded.



-



save the file CONIC.dat : it is recommended to save periodically this file containing the records. If necessary it will be then possible to reload the records from the disquette to the directory GSREPER.



-



exit GSBEVEL : if a case has been dealt with, GSBEVEL will ask if you wish to record it before leaving.



In case of options 1 and 2, GSBEVEL displays an data editing form. Select the desired options, then fill the other fields. Each set pinion + wheel can be identfied by a reference (30 characters), a number (8 characters) and an index. These identications will be used for a later recall. RECORDING ON DISC Each time a new case has been dealt with, or when an existing case has been modified, GSBEVEL will ask if you wish to record it for a later use. If you omitted the reference and number, they will be asked for before recording. If you just have modified an existing case, it will be recorded under the same reference and number. READING FROM DISC In case of options 2, 3 and 5, GSBEVEL displays a selecting grid. Sorting is carried on either with alphabetic references, or increasing numbers, or increasing modules. On each line can be seen the reference, the number, the index if any, the number of teeth in the pinion and wheel, the normal module and the helix angle. DIMENSIONAL SECTION IMPORTANT : All calculations to determine the teeth dimensions are carried on using the numbers of teeth in the equivalent virtual elements. They result from the formulae : Pinion : zv1 = z1 / Cos delta1



Wheel : zv2 = z2 / Cos delta2



DATA SYMBOLES AND UNITS All dimensions in mm unless otherwise specified, loads in Newton, torques in N.m, powers in kW and angles in decimal degrees. Subscript 1 refers to pinion, subscript 2 to wheel and subscript 0 to tool. b d



face width. reference pitch diameter.
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tip diameter. When the algebraic sum of the crown wheel shift coefficients is not zero, this dimension may be slightly reduced to maintain the root clearance at its designed value.



dw



operating pitch diameter.



mn



normal module.



rt0



tip radius coefficient of cutting tool. See Help in line.



R



cone distance



x



crown wheel shift coefficient. It is positive when the crown wheel circle does not intersect the reference pitch circle diameter, negative when it does.



y0



tool addendum coefficient. See Help in line.



alphan normal pressure angle. delta, deltaa, deltaf pitch, tip, root cone angles. beta



helix angle.



epsilon al transverse contac ratio of equivalent virtual elements. (1) epsilon betaoverlap axial ratio of equivalent virtual elements. sigma



axis angle.



(2) AUTOMATIC DETERMINATION OF BASIC CROWN WHEEL SHIFT COEFFICIENTS The option "automatic determination of basic crown wheel shift coefficients" not only prevents undercutting but optimises the crown wheel shift coefficients to balance exactly the slide-roll ratios of pinion and wheel. Incidentally the slide-roll ratio, the value of which is displayed, characterises the resistance to wear : the closer it is to zero, the closer the contact is to pure rolling and therefore the smaller is the wear. Balancing them results in an equal sharing of wear between pinion and wheel. (3) When the data entered, number of teeth, helix angle, crown wheel shift coefficients lead to undercutting it is advised. It is then possible either to continue with undercutting, or to go back to modify one or more parameter(s) and cancel undercutting. Clearly this last option is strongly recommended. If however undercutting is accepted, it is suggested to draw the tooth section to appreciate its amount. (4) When the data entered lead to a tip thickness smaller than 0.3 mn, it is advised. This value is normally a minimum especially with case hardened gears. (5) When the data entered lead to a negative tip thickness (sharp crest) it is rejected. (6) When the difference between the axis angle and the pinion pitch cone angle (resulting from the ratio z 1 / z2) is 90°, the wheel is a crown wheel. Its pitch angle is then 90°. This is advised. (7) DRAWING OF NORMAL TOOTH SECTION The section drawn is that of the equivalent virtual element. GSBEVEL draws the section in a normal plane as generated by a rack or hob. The fillet shape is true and it is possible to appreciate the effect of undercutting. For helical gears, the section is that of the spur gear having the virtual equivalent number of teeth. The reference pitch circle is drawn.
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Printing Enter the enlargement factor desired. Some printers do not ensure exact proportionality between horizontal and vertical dimensions. Select the option “Printer factors” to determine the suitable factors for the printer used and follow the instructions. BEARING LOADS Distances L1, 2, 3, 4 are measured from the apex of the cones. Click on Help for details. It is important to enter these distances as positive or negative in strict accordance with the figure accessible by clicking on Help. The direction of rotation and helix hand applie to the pinion. When the wheel is driving (speed increaser), reverse the direction of rotation. GSBEVEL displays for each direction of rotation the load applied to each bearing for a unity torque at the pinion. Multiply the loads displayed by the actual torque to obtain the actual loads. GSBEVEL also displays the load angle (dec. deg.) for each bearing. Refer to Help in line for details. (8) CONJUGATION RATIO Octoïd of 1st kind. The generator is a crown wheel. The element to be cut is inclined by its angle delta on the pitch plane of the crown wheel. The cone generator is therefore perpendicular to the crown wheel axis. The conjugation ratio is sin delta. Octoïd of 2nd kind. The root of the element to be cut is perpendicular to the machine axis. The virtual generator is no more a crown wheel but a bevel wheel of pitch cone angle = 90° - epsilon, epsilon being equal to the difference between the root and pitch cone angles. The conjugation ratio is sin delta / cos epsilon. EXTENSION "LOAD CAPACITY" The method used is that proposed by G. Henriot in his book “Traité Théorique et Pratique des Engrenages”. The capacity of a pair of gears is limited either by surface stress (pitting resistance or wear) or bending stress (bending strength). It should therefore be determined using four calculations, for pitting and for bending of both pinion and wheel. When the face width exceeds 1 / 3 of the cone distance, it is limited to this value in the determination of the load capacity. It is indeed strongly recommended not to overcome this value. This limit is reduced to 1 / 4 of the cone distance for helical gears DATA SYMBOLS AND UNITS Unless otherwise specified all dimensions are in mm, loads in Newton, torques in N.m and powers in kW. Subscript 1 refers to pinion, 2 to wheel. E



modulus of elasticity (N/mm2). Press key F1.



HB



Brinell hardness (ball dia. 10, 3 tons).



M1 n1



permissible pinion torque. pinion speed (rpm).



P



permissible power (kW).



(9) Life : it is the value (hours) which can be reasonnably expected. Because of the unavoidable



6 dispersion in manufacture it should not be considered as absolutely certain but as a reasonnable figure to be expected. Since a global life figure has been entered it is not necessary to enter a daily working time ; there is indeed no difference between ten years at 12 hours/day and five years at 24 hours/day. sigmaH



allowable surface stress (N/mm2). Press F1.



sigmab



allowable bending stress (N/mm2). Press F1.



ISO quality number from 5 to 12. INTERMEDIATE FACTORS AND CALCULATION SHEET The main intermediate factors used in the calculations can be displayed. It is also possible to print a calculation sheet giving the details of calculation from which are obtained the capacities.
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SOFTWARE GSHOB - Version A - Gear softwares 

If ignored and in trial period you can however run it and .... determine the section of the grinding wheel, GSHOB must know the profile of the basic rack, this being ...
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SOFTWARE GSVISW - Gear softwares 

Sep 28, 2013 - USER MANUAL. Georges STEVENS ..... As with the involute the grinding wheel dressing requires a special equipment. Since no tolerance ...
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Georges STEVENS - Gear softwares 

May 31, 2008 - ISO 4156 and therefore with BS 6186), british BS 3550, american ANSI B92 ... The software is protected by a key code for each standard.
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SOFTWARE GSPARALW - Version C USER MANUAL 

Mar 27, 2006 - balance the slide-roll ratios of pinion and wheel. .... face width. ... tooth total height is held normal (2 normal module), it may require that the arc ...
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User manual HBrowser - HCI Software 

Author : HCI Software ...... name="server">hcisoftware.free.fr ... HBrowser is an XML browser : it reads XML files (or URL) and store them in memory as a .... and aÐ±Ð¹#Â© lication name# in the selected bookmark, it downloads the.
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FURCH software, detailed user guide. Version 2.011 

We must define the size of the different windows presented in the first part of this tutorial. The GTK2 ... displayed article, the lines where they are found are also coloured into yellow. Usually these ..... (gma) ger-mell amstrizh : indefinite arti
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IBDSim version 2.0 User manual - Raphael Leblois 

3.2.3 Effects of edges, heterogeneous density and barrier to gene flow on backward .... The coalescent algorithm used to build the genealogical tree is not based on the large-N .... remotely related to the Total_Emigration_Rate setting of each forwar
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IBDSim version 1.4 User manual - Antoine Leblois 

Nov 7, 2011 - Void_Sample_Node=1 is a tricky setting to not sample every node on the .... node (x, y) the probability bdx,dy for a gene to move backward dx ...
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Streaming Softwares Compatibility List for VR-3 Software Compatibility 

Apr 27, 2012 - "Preview" screen when you change aspect ratio ... *1: The phenomenons on the Ustream Producer 2.0.1 is fixed on the Ustream Producer 2.0.2 ...
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A GPS User Manual 

ISBN: 1-4033-9823-2 (e-book). ISBN: 1-4033-9824-0 ... This is a user manual for Garmin receivers. It covers all ...... Lets you tell the AAA where to send the tow truck. 8. You can set ...... significantly longer battery life with little degradation 
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Manual Steering Gear: Installation 

ER SUSPENSION ARM AND MANUAL STEERING. GEAR ASSEMBLY ... Connect the engine rear mount insulator and front suspension member with the bolt ...
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Software Manual 

Book Folders and Book Lists. ...... contact's phone number or email address, and then press the Insert soft key or the Action button. 10. Enter a subject. 11.
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NetUpdate 4 user manual (control software for PROMAX equipment) 

Jan 5, 2014 - 100 Mb free available space on a hard drive. Available ..... To list the files at the PROMAX server, click on the "Check Server" button at ..... It opens a window with several website addresses that lets you download channel ... reports
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PY Software User Guide .fr 

To turn on the GM862-QUAD / PY the pin ON# must be tied low for at least 1 ..... 8. -97 dBm. MMI may indicate 2 antenna bars. 9. -95 dBm. MMI may indicate 2 antenna bars ..... 1- Let's assume you have to call the national number 040 - 4192111, ......
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love gear a toute pdf 

love gear a toute | Read & Download Ebook love gear a toute for free at our Online Library. love gear a toute PDF eBook. LOVE GEAR A TOUTE. LOVE GEAR A ...
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what's in a landing gear? 

Sep 24, 1971 - He spotted a "Kingfisher" which had capsized while trying to effect a rescue. Burns landed and picked up the two pilots and a crewman, then ...
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TDLPortIO version 1.2 User Manual DriverLINX Port IO Driver wrapper 

Apr 3, 1999 - 5.0 BUGS, TO DO LIST, AND VERSION HISTORY. ... This license agreement does not cover the free DriverLINX driver provided ... Your email address will not be ..... Added to, and converted, the documentation to this PDF file.
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User Manual 

Nothing is more important than your time and money. When you buy radios online ... Our promise: to give you the best shopping experience. Strong partnerships ...
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User Manual 

Read the entire manual carefully before using the HDM97Pocket . â€¢ Keep the ...... Delivery Content. Pos. Description. Version. Standard Option. 1. HDM97Pocket meter BL, BM, BN, BO, BP, BQ. âœ“ .... meter will accept the probe in the future.
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User manual 

including the associated memory cards, to ensure the video reception and recording are working .... Improper operation will cause the device to crash. ○ Don't ...
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User Manual 

Reinforcement of the leading edge and trailing edge: Polyester/Mylar 25 mm .... value of Polar Curves and will be better able to understand the importance of.
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User Manual 

Improper disposal may endanger the environment or cause personal injury. ... Refer all communications to the nearest Ingersoll Rand Office or distributor.
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User Manual 

utiliza una herramienta motorizada puede provocar una lesión corporal grave. Utilice un equipo de seguridad. Utilice siempre protección ocular. El uso de ...
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User manual 

8 déc. 2015 - accessible for test gauge connection, ..... Insert the tab of the terminal block cover ... dryer frame to the neutral conductor at the terminal block.
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